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--Higher Manufacturing Demand From a Range of Industries
--Demand Strains Capacity at Some Manufacturers
--But Pickup Doesn't Boost Full-Time Hiring

PHILADELPHIA (MNI) - Philadelphia-area manufacturers reported continued growth in revenue and orders in July and the
first half of August, driven by higher demand from a variety of industries, and even from some public spending on
infrastructure, executives said.

In a sign of growing confidence, more manufacturers are diversifying their output to include original products in addition to
contract items.

But the improving sentiment hasn't prompted an increase in hiring, leading employers to meet higher demand through
overtime, more use of temporary workers, or wider deployment of automation, executives said.

In the packaging business, Acme Corrugated Box Co. of Hatboro, Pa. shipped more product in July than for any month in its
75-year history, and has set records in four of the last six months, said President Bob Cohen.

"We've never been this busy," Cohen said, attributing the rush to "pent-up" demand for boxes, cartons and other corrugated
products from a range of industries including food and beverage, pharmaceutical, printing, and automotive.

The surge in demand briefly exceeded the company's ability to meet it, and recently forced it to work weekends to meet
orders. "We were not prepared for it," Cohen said.

But Acme filled the new orders by increasing the use of automation and boosting overtime rather than adding to payrolls, and
doesn't expect to add to its 180-strong work force any time soon even if demand remains strong, because of the expense of
taking on more workers, Cohen said.

He argued that benefits add 40-50% to the cost of a new hire and so he plans to continue to rely on increased overtime to meet
any further surges in demand.

"It doesn't necessarily follow that if you have more business you start hiring people," Cohen said. He described himself as
"very reluctant" to expand his work force. "Nobody wants to put their business in jeopardy," he said.

He said both revenue and volume increased by "double-digits" in July compared with a year earlier. Business slowed in the
first week of August but it was unclear whether that trend would continue for the rest of the month.

Cohen said the Philadelphia Fed's recent monthly manufacturing surveys, indicating a pickup in business activity, are probably
an accurate reflection of the business environment, and he assessed confidence as "probably better than it was three or four
years ago."
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But he argued that there is still an underlying uncertainty because of a lack of clarity about tax policy and unhappiness with
the Obama administration among the business community, all of which contributes to reluctance to hire more workers.

"Nobody thinks this administration is favorable to business," he said.

Throughout the region, manufacturers are reluctant to add full-time employees partly because of the costs of complying with
the Affordable Care Act but also because of a lean approach to management that has become embedded since the recession of
2008-09, said Sylvia Wower, director of research at the Delaware Valley Industrial Resource Center, an economic
development organization for small to medium-sized manufacturers.

Companies are more likely to add automation than workers, and are keeping inventories low despite a more buoyant business
environment, she said. "They are trying to stay quite skinny."

But in a sign of growing confidence, more manufacturers are making their own products in addition to contract items, Wower
said. In the last two months, DVIRC has been getting more requests for research on market segments that affiliated companies
are considering moving into, indicating that they recognize the need to innovate, and increasingly have the cash to do so.

On prices, food manufacturers have reported higher costs for beef and dairy, and have been passing those on to customers,
while some firms have been hit by a recent rise in copper prices, Wower said.

The upbeat sentiment was also reported by another trade group, the Manufacturing Alliance of Philadelphia. "Generally we
are seeing a continued uptick in sales," said President Steve Jurash. "Hiring has been flat across the summer, but that's not
unusual. We expect to see hiring resume in September and remain strong," he said.

The construction industry, too, is benefiting from the increase in business activity, according to Jim Westhoff, president of A-
Lok Products, Inc., which makes industrial seals for residential builders and contractors working on public infrastructure
projects such as sewers.

Westhoff said July revenue was 35% higher than in June and 10% ahead of its year-ago level. July's performance was flattered
by a relatively soft June but was 8% higher than in May, he said, indicating continued volatility in demand.

"It's a rollercoaster but there are more highs than lows," he said.

Revenue was ahead of budget in nine of the last 13 weeks, Westhoff said in the first week of August.

But, like Acme Corrugated, the higher demand isn't leading to more hiring. "We're still using temps," Westhoff said.

Demand for the company's products has almost overwhelmed the company's capacity, he said. "We've had a slight problem
with being able to meet the increase in demand."

In an indication of growing activity in the residential construction market, A-Lok has recently seen a rapid reduction in its
inventory of small-diameter seals, a sure sign of demand for housing-related projects, Westhoff said.

Meanwhile, the Tullytown, Pa.-based company has just won a major order for 128-inch seals for a large sewer project in
Colorado, showing that the public sector is also a source of business despite cutbacks in state and federal budgets.

Westhoff, who endured several years of a depressed construction market, said 2013 has been better than 2012 so far, and that
he's cautiously optimistic. "I'm very happy with the way we are performing at the moment," he said.

Still, the upturn could be endangered by external factors such as rising oil prices, higher interest rates, or even a terrorist
attack, Westhoff said after the early-August closure of U.S. embassies in the Middle East in response to fears of an attack.

"That can lead people to hold back to committing to a project," he said. "We are all holding our breath."

In Langhorne, Pa., a maker of Wilton carpets has added a couple of employees to its 42-strong work force this year in
response to "single-digit" revenue growth, said Bill Morrow, president of Langhorne Carpet Co.

Morrow reported a steady increase in orders but said revenue is still below its pre-recession level, and his upscale customers
throughout the U.S. and overseas continue to show a cautious approach to spending.



"They are spending money but we don't see the demand that we've seen before," he said.

Still, the work force has grown by 50% since being slashed during the recession, and the company has resumed a second
production shift to meet growing demand, Morrow said.

Meanwhile, a maker of plastic spray bottles for gardeners and janitors reported July sales were just "a few percentage points"
higher than a year earlier, indicating no significant improvement in retail or commercial markets.

Jack Zubrzycki, president of King of Prussia, Pa.-based Delta Industries, said the lackluster performance appears to indicate
continued caution among consumers amid an unemployment rate that may be higher than reported by the official statistics.

"I do question how many people are underemployed or have given up looking for work," he said in early August.

The Philadelphia Federal Reserve is scheduled to release its August report on manufacturing conditions in Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, and Delaware at 10 a.m. ET on Thursday, August 15.

Editors' note: Reality Check stories survey sentiment among business people and trade associations. They are intended to
complement and anticipate economic data and to provide a view into specific sectors of the economy.
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